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Residence time distributions (RTD) are measured for both a baffled and an unbaffled laboratory
reactor of the same size with several internal pipes and a Rushton turbine operating at different
feed flow rates and impeller rpms. Ideal behavior as determined by the mean and the variance
of the RTD was observed at an impeller Reynolds number of 2327 for the baffled tank and 3878
for the unbaffled tank both in the turbulent transition range. The experimental results for the
baffled tank are compared to computational fluid dynamics (CFD) predictions of the RTD using
the k-ε turbulence model in Fluent for transitional flow regime in the tank, i.e., impeller
Reynolds number between 10 and 10 000. All the qualitative aspects of the predicted RTDs are
similar to those measured experimentally. The mean residence times as well as the variances
of the residence time are accurately predicted by CFD in the transition flow regime.

Introduction

Continuous stirred tanks are used ubiquitously in the
chemical process industry for mixing, reactions, and
crystallizations. The mixing in a continuous stirred tank
is often not ideal. The residence time distribution (RTD)
is one of the ways to characterize the nonideal mixing
in the tank. Comparison of the measured RTD with that
of an ideal reactor allows the process engineer to
diagnose the ills of the tank and mixer design. The
engineer can then use an appropriate mixing model for
the tank in combination with the kinetics of the reaction
to be performed in the tank to develop an appropriate
model for the reactor.1

Constant stirred tank mixers and reactors have been
the focus of various RTD studies over the years. Experi-
ments carried out by Khang and Levinspiel,2 Zaloudik,3
and Gianetto and Cazzulo4 for constant stirred tanks
of standard size (diameter equals height) with standard
baffle5 designs and various impeller designs have been
done for a broad range of tank sizes, feed flow rates,
and impeller rpms. These studies show a transition from
nonideal to ideal RTD behavior as rpm is increased.
Idealized RTDs are always observed for an impeller
Reynolds number in the transition flow regime, with the
critical Reynolds number depending upon the type of
impeller being used and the baffle structure. Various
theories have been presented to predict the RTD for
nonideal RTDs including one and two parameter mod-
els1 and three and higher parameter models.4,6-8 These
higher parameter models consider by-pass, dead zones,
recycle, ideal back mixed regions, and plug flow regions.
These models have been used to predict the nonideal
RTD,2-9 the performance of reactors operating with
various chemical reactions,10-12 and nonideal reactor
scale-up.4,13

This work measures the RTD of a laboratory reactor
both with and without baffles and makes comparisons
of these measurements with predictions for the RTD
using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) with a k-ε
turbulence model coupled with a dynamic two-species,
fluid and tracer, mass balance operating with a step
change of the concentration of tracer in the feed.

Experimental Section

The geometry of the ∼1.4 L laboratory baffled stirred
tank reactor is shown in Figure 1 with all internal
dimensions given in Table 1. For the unbaffled experi-
ments the baffles were removed and the tank was filled
to ∼1.3 L. The baffled tank has four baffles of conven-
tional thickness, a Rushton turbine, and three internal
pipes protruding into the reactor from its top, two of
which are feed ports and one of which is a thermal well.
One of the feed tubes dead-ends at the approximate
height of the impeller and was not used in these
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Figure 1. Reactor geometry.
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experiments; the other tube is bent to feed directly below
the impeller. Also protruding ever so slightly into the
top of the liquid are the outlet tube, a pH probe, conduc-
tivity probe, thermocouple, potassium-specific ion elec-
trode, and level indicator (not shown in Figure 1). The
reactor output flows directly into a flow cell of a UV-
Vis spectrometer operated at a fixed wavelength. All of
these instruments, as well as the feed pump, product
pump, the jacket feed temperature, thermal well tem-
perature, and the rpm and torque on the stirrer, were
connected to an OPTO-22 data acquisition and control
system collecting data at time intervals of 1 s. The re-
actor control system has the capability of controlling the
feed source and reactor temperature to (0.25 °C, the
feed and product flow rate to (0.5 mL/min, the liquid
level to (3.9 mm, and the mixing speed to (3 rpm.

The ratio of liquid level to the tank diameter (H/D) of
the vessel in Figure 1 is 1.27 is within the general range
of 1.0 to 1.5 for most industrial stirred tank precipita-
tors.14,15 To reduce the energy input to the system while
maintaining mixing uniformity, a standard baffle de-
sign5 was used consisting of four flat vertical plates,
radially directed (i.e., normal to the vessel wall), spaced
at 90° around the vessel periphery running the length
of the vessel’s straight side. Standard baffle widths are
between 1/10 and 1/12 of the vessel diameter (D/10 or D/
12), see Table 1 for details. The gaps with the vessel
wall and base are left to allow the flow to clear the
baffles. Recommended gaps are equal to 1/72 of the vessel
diameter (D/72) between the baffles and the vessel wall,
and 1/4 to one full baffle width between the bottom of
the baffles and the vessel base. More of the detailed baf-
fling information could be found in Kevin, et al.16 Stir-
ring was achieved by a six-bladed Rushton turbine. The
dimensions of the turbine are also given in Table 1.

The rpm of the peristaltic pumps is controlled by an
Opto 22 control system establishing the feeding and
removal of product solution from the tank. Flow rate
was obtained by the careful and repeated calibration of
the speed of pump and tube size to ensure the desired
feed and withdrawal rates as well as a constant resi-
dence time. The Opto 22 computer also measured the
on-line sensor quantities: temperature, pH, absorbance,
and conductivity, as well as potassium ion concentra-
tion. All of these measurements were used to monitor

the concentration of the tracer inside and exiting the
reactor. The calibration for all of these systems was done
before each run to ensure measurement accuracy. The
RTD measured was the combination of process dynam-
ics and sensor dynamics.17 The sensor dynamics are
much faster than that of the process. The sensor time
constants are the following: conductivity, which has a
measurement time of 1 s; K+ ion and pH, which have
measurement times of 4-8 s; absorbance, which has a
measurement time related to the flow rate through the
absorbance sample cell, or at worst 10 s; and temper-
ature, which has a measurement time of 0.5 s.

Measurement of the RTD. The RTD is determined
experimentally by injecting a 10 mL volume of inert
multicomponent chemical tracer (a hot solution of 0.1
gm/L methyl blue dye, 50 gm/L NaCl, 20 gm/L KCl, and
3.6 gm/L HCl with water) into the tank at time zero. In
all experiments, the feed tube was the bent one that
fed just below the impeller. On-line analyzers detected
each of the species in the tracer; blue dye with the aid
of a video camera18 and UV-vis spectrometer, temper-
ature with a thermocouple, salt with conductivity, and
H+ concentration with pH meter were measured simul-
taneously with various conditions such as different flow
rates and mixer rpm values. Great care was used in
synchronizing the pulse input with the initiation of data
accumulation for RTD analysis and to calibrate the
pumps to ensure that the reactor space-time [) Vtank/
Q] was accurately measured. A listing of all the experi-
mental conditions used to measure RTDs is given in
Table 2 (part a for the without-baffle experiments and
part b for the with-baffles experiments). Table 2a also
gives the impeller Reynolds number, and Table 2b gives
the impeller Reynolds number and impeller power
number, calculated from the measurement of the impel-
ler torque. For all of these experiments data were taken
at 1-s intervals. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate bad mixing
at 0 rpm and good mixing at 287 rpm for the tank
without baffles as measured by conductivity, pH and
temperature. The UV-vis spectrometer data and K+ ion
data are not shown in these figures, however, they are
similar to those for the other curves presented in these
figures. All of these curves show a fast increase at an
early time followed by an exponential decrease as
expected for a continuous stirred tank. The delay of the

Table 1. Dimensions of Tank, Baffles, Rushton Impeller, and Internal Tubes

description dimension (mm)

vessel vessel diameter, D 114
vessel height, H 145

baffle baffle width, W 9.5 () D/12)
baffle thickness, T 2.5
gap between wall and baffle, Gw 1.6 (∼D/72)
gap between vessel and baffle, Gv 2.4 (∼W/4)

impeller blade height 11.25
blade width 11.25
blade thickness 1.5
diameter 45

centered between two baffles
internal tubes angle covered by all 3 internal tubes 45°

inlet tubes (2) inside diameter 1.6

outside diameter 3.5
radial position of centerline 40

central internal tube (thermal well) outside diameter 5

radial position of centerline 40
outlet tube (tank top) inside diameter 1.6

outside diameter 4.5
radial position of centerline 46
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increase from time zero and the roughness of the
increases clearly indicate parasitic mixing behavior as
compared to the ideal mixing curve since it should
increase abruptly in an instantaneous rise at time zero
and decay exponentially with time thereafter. The RTD
is obtained from these experimental data by normaliza-
tion in the typical manner.6

where C(t) represents the concentration (or tempera-
ture) trace, e.g., Figures 2 and 3. An example of the RTD
is plotted in Figure 4. Even for this good mixing case
there are deviations from ideal mixing at short residence

times where the initial rise is not immediate and is not
a smooth curve. This figure also contains a plot of the
ideal RTD for the stirred tank for comparison purposes.
The mean residence time (tm) was calculated by inte-
grating the RTD as follows1

The variance, or square, of the standard deviation of
the RTD is calculated using:

The magnitude of this 2nd moment is an indication
of the spread of the RTD. In Figure 5 the mean

Table 2. Experimental Conditions for RTD Measurements Without Baffles and With Baffles

A. Experimental Conditions for RTD without Baffles

flow rate Q (mL/min)
[feed tube Reynolds number]

mixer
rpm

mean residence
time tm (min) σ/tm V (mL) V/Q (min)

impeller
Reynolds number

110 [1688] 0 18.898 0.636 1290 12.73
10.2 15.941 0.665 1290 12.73 395
30 12.275 0.964 1290 12.73 1163
49.7 11.749 0.978 1290 12.73 1927
69.5 11.658 1.011 1290 12.73 2675
90.6 11.607 1.021 1292 12.73 3513

190 11.646 1.003 1294 12.73 7367
286.7 11.757 1.026 1298 12.73 11 120

225 [3454] 0 8.086 0.746 1290 6.22
9.8 7.259 0.819 1290 6.22 380

29.7 6.263 0.915 1290 6.22 1152
50.2 5.933 0.965 1290 6.22 1946
70 5.96 0.988 1290 6.22 2714
91.6 5.672 1.011 1292 6.22 3551

190.6 5.781 1.015 1294 6.22 7390
288 6.104 1.007 1298 6.22 11 170

295 [4,528] 0 5.322 0.863 1290 4.75
11 4.704 0.939 1290 4.75 426
30.2 4.242 1.017 1290 4.75 1171
50.5 4.414 0.974 1290 4.75 1958
69.9 4.417 1.016 1290 4.75 2710
90 4.316 1.047 1292 4.75 3489

188.5 4.27 1.024 1294 4.75 7308
290 4.417 1.041 1298 4.75 11 240

400 [6,140] 0 4.147 0.866 1290 3.50
10.5 3.777 0.890 1290 3.50 407
30.5 2.964 0.920 1290 3.50 1183
51 3.211 1.009 1290 3.50 1977
70.7 3.24 0.978 1290 3.50 2741
89.8 3.192 1.004 1292 3.50 3482

190 3.167 1.043 1294 3.50 7367
287 3.383 1.060 1298 3.50 11 130

530 [8,136] 0 3.528 0.743 1290 2.64
9.7 3.277 0.746 1290 2.64 376

30 2.665 0.879 1290 2.64 1163
50 2.721 0.899 1290 2.64 1939
70 2.53 0.883 1290 2.64 2714
90 2.427 0.981 1292 2.64 3489

189.5 2.393 1.043 1294 2.64 7347
288 2.445 1.061 1298 2.64 11 170

B. Experimental Conditions for RTD with Baffles

flow rate Q (mL/min)
[feed tube Reynolds number]

mixer
rpm

mean residence
time tm (min) σ/tm V (mL) V/Q (min)

impeller
Reynolds number

impeller
power number

20 [307] 0 92.064 0.848 1400 70
9.7 87.915 0.867 1400 70 376 1 194 000

29.6 77.882 0.945 1400 70 1148 48 290
49.1 77.515 0.923 1400 70 1904 10 990
70 72.997 0.983 1400 70 2714 3649
88.1 73.005 1.007 1400 70 3416 1668

188 73.632 0.989 1400 70 7289 249
284.7 73.595 0.989 1400 70 11 040 108

40 [614] 0 44.241 0.786 1400 35
11.5 41.429 0.919 1400 35 446 729 500
31.5 38.922 0.945 1400 35 1221 40 370
50.9 36.9 0.968 1400 35 1973 9866
69.9 37.709 0.969 1400 35 2710 3666
91.6 35.787 0.999 1400 35 3551 1524

190 35.396 0.992 1400 35 7367 243
286 36.674 1.005 1400 35 11 090 107

E(t) )
C(t) - C(t ) 0)

∫0

∞
[C(t) - C(t ) 0)]dt

(1)

tm ) ∫0

∞
tE(t)dt (2)

σ2 ) ∫0

∞
(t - tm)2E(t)dt (3)
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residence time obtained from the experimental data is
plotted as a function of mixer rpm for various feed flow
rates for the tank without baffles. Here we see that the
mean residence time decreases with increasing rpm
until a constant value is reached. This constant value
is approximately Vtank/Q, the space-time for the reactor,
where Vtank is the reactor volume and Q is the volumet-
ric flow rate. The error in the calculation of the mean
residence time, tm, is ∼8% of Vtank/Q for all experiments
and was determined by experiments done in duplicate
and some in triplicate. These errors are due to the
variations in tank volume caused by the liquid level
control ((3.9 mm corresponding to (41 mL) and to the
variations in the flow rate caused by a small calibration
drift and pulsating peristaltic pump flow. In Figure 6,
the variance of the RTD divided by the space-time is
plotted as a function of mixer rpm for various feed flow
rates for the tank without baffles. The error in the
variance of the residence time divided by the mean
residence time is ∼12% at all rpm values and is larger
than the mean residence time because two integrals
with their inherent errors are involved in the variance

divided by mean residence time calculation. For an ideal
reactor the value of σ/tm should be 1.0, which is
observed, within experimental error, at higher impeller
rpms. With Figures 5 and 6 one can see that mixer
speed of 100 rpm was enough to approach perfect mixing
for the unbaffled tank. With baffles, the results are
shown in Figures 7 and 8 and the results are similar to
those without baffles, however, the approach to ideal
reactor behavior takes place at ∼60 rpm as measured
by σ/tm, which is lower than that for the tank without
baffles.

CFD Predictions. A model of the stirred tank shown
in Figure 1 was constructed in Fluent’s geometry and
grid generation tool using a rotating mesh in the region
of the impeller and a fixed mesh elsewhere. The mesh
generated contains 626 512 elements. This grid was
then loaded into Fluent 6.1 for resolution of the fluid
flow within the tank. The standard k-ε turbulent model
with standard wall functions was chosen to predict the
flow profile; even in the case of zero rpm, since the k-ε
model reduces to laminar flow model when the energy
dissipation rate, ε, and the turbulent kinetic energy, k,

Figure 2. Concentration profile measured with conductivity, hydrogen ion concentration, and temperature for the operating conditions
of flow rate 110 mL/min and mixer speed 0 rpm for a tank without baffles.

Figure 3. Concentration profile measured with conductivity, hydrogen ion concentration, and temperature for the operating conditions
of flow rate 110 mL/min and mixer speed 287 rpm for a tank without baffles.
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are zero. The experimental conditions are for the most
part in the transition flow regime (i.e., impeller Rey-
nolds number greater than 10, considered to be laminar,
and less than 10 000,19 considered to be fully turbulent),
see Table 2b, with one case in the fully turbulent regime
and one in the laminar regime. The simulations were
performed for laminar (0 rpm) and transition (20, 40,
80, and 200 rpm) flow regimes. The boundary condition
assumed for the flow at the inlet corresponds to plug
flow. The flow rate in the inlet tube is laminar in all
cases for the baffled tank (see Table 2b) and has an
average velocity of 0.33 m/s for a feed flow rate of 40
mL/min, and 0.17 m/s for a feed flow rate of 20 mL/
min. The 0.17 m/s average feed velocity is larger than
the impeller tip velocity in the 0, 20, 40, and 80 rpm
simulations and the 0.33 m/s average feed velocity is
larger than the impeller tip velocity in the 0, 20, and
40 rpm simulations. The tank output was given a

pressure outlet boundary condition with no slip. The
walls of the tank, baffles, and the other tank internals
were assigned standard wall function boundary condi-
tions, the top surface was assigned a symmetry bound-
ary condition, the surface of the moving zone was
assigned an interface boundary condition, and the
surface of the impeller was assigned a (stationary)
standard wall function inside the mesh that is rotating.
The model was allowed to run using double precision
calculations until all the scaled residuals reached a
value of 10-4. This level of convergence took ∼1100
iterations. The resulting velocity profile is given in
Figure 9 and shows that the steady-state solution
contains two major circulation cells - one above and
one below the impeller. The overall flow pattern in each
circulation cell is that of a helical path on the surface
of a torus, circulating from the impeller to the tank wall,
up or down the tank wall (up for the upper circulation

Figure 4. RTD measured with the H+ concentration for the operating conditions of flow rate 110 mL/min and mixer speed 287 rpm for
a tank without baffles.

Figure 5. Mean residence time versus mixer rpm at different flow rates for ∼1.3-L laboratory reactor without baffles.
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cell and down for the lower circulation cell), back into
the center of the tank and into the impeller again. This
overall flow pattern is interrupted by the flow around
and behind the baffles. The flow behind the baffles plays
an important role in passing fluid from the top circula-
tion cell to the bottom circulation cell as there is a minor
circulation cell of cylindrical form behind each baffle in
which the material can enter from the top circulation
cell and exit into the bottom circulation cell or vice
versa. There is also some mixing of material between
the two circulation cells at the plane of the impeller.
As the flow moves radially out some of the fluid is
exchanged from the upper circulation cell to the lower

circulation cell and vice versa. This later mechanism
operates in the tanks both with and without baffles.

The behavior of the tracer is modeled by fixing the
fluid flow field and adding a user defined scalar to model
the concentration of tracer with a diffusion coefficient
of 10-5 cm2/s. No source term was used for the user-
defined scalar nor any turbulent diffusivity. The bound-
ary conditions for the tracer consist of a feed of mass
fraction of 1.0 and an output of whatever concentration
is at the outlet tube located at the top of the tank. All
the tank internals use a zero flux boundary condition.
The initial condition for this unsteady simulation was
to fill the tank with zero concentration of tracer and feed

Figure 6. Comparison of σ/tm with different flow rate and mixer rpm for a 1.3-L stirred tank without baffles.

Figure 7. Mean residence time versus mixer speed at various flow rates for a 1.4-L laboratory reactor with baffles. The larger filled
symbols are for the Fluent simulation results.
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the tank with a solution with a mass fraction of 1.0 from
the feed tube located just below the impeller. The sim-
ulation was allowed to precede using time steps of 20 s
with the same convergence criterion. An overall mass
balance was verified to be accurate to within the con-
vergence criterion. The convective flux of the tracer at

outlet is collected from this simulation and plotted
against time as shown in Figure 10 where runs for sev-
eral rpm values at a flow rate of 40 mL/min are plotted.
Here we see that initially the concentration of tracer is
zero and increases with time until the tracer concentra-
tion approaches that of the feed, a value of 1.0. This

Figure 8. Standard deviation of the RTD versus mixer speed for a 1.4-L laboratory reactor with baffles. The larger filled symbols are for
the Fluent simulation results.

Figure 9. Velocity vector profile for turbulent flow in the 1.4-L laboratory reactor operating at 40 mL/min feed flow rate and a mixer
speed of 80 rpm.
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type of plot is characteristic of the response of a stirred
tank reactor to a step input. The residence time distri-
bution is obtained from this plot of tracer concentration
by differentiating the curve with respect to time, i.e.

The RTD determined in this way is normalized since
the feed tracer concentration was 1.0. This step input
is a different way to determine the RTD than that used
in the experiments, which was a pulse input. In at-
tempting to use a pulse input method in the simulations,
the concentrations were very small and round off errors
were sufficiently large to invalidate the overall mass
balance for the reactor significantly beyond the conver-
gence criterion. Mass balance errors have been shown
to cause drastic errors in RTD measurements.20 For this
reason, the step method of determining the RTD is used
in these simulations.

A comparison of the Fluent-predicted RTD and that
measured experimentally is shown in Figure 11 a-c for
different impeller rpm values for 40 mL/min flow rate
with the baffled tank. The predictions show similar
trends in that there is a delay before the RTD increases
after time zero and there is an initial roughness in the
curve. The RTD then decreases exponentially with time.
The prediction typically over predicts in the initial spike
or two in the first tens of seconds, the experimental
data, and the perfectly mixed theoretical curve.

The predictions for various flow rates and impeller
rpm values were analyzed for the mean residence time
and the variance of the RTD. These results (filled data
points) are also plotted in Figures 7 and 8 for compari-
son with the experimental data. The error bars associ-
ated with the theoretical points were determined by
running another simulation of the concentration break-
through but with time steps of 10 s. The predictions
show good agreement with the experimental data for
all flow rates and rpm values except zero rpm. The error
between the experimental results and predictions is well
within the error bars of the two methods of determining
the mean residence time, tm, and the variance (σ) of the
RTD. As a result, the Fluent predictions of the RTD for
a stirred tank reactor with a complex internal geometry
operating in transitional turbulent flow has been shown
to give an adequate approximation of experimental
measurements when the stirrer is operating. When the

Figure 10. Output concentration as a function of time for the
Fluent prediction of the residence time distribution for various
mixer speeds (i.e., 0, 20, 40, 80 and 200 rpm) and a feed flow rate
of 40 mL/min.

E(t) )
dC(t)

dt
(4)

Figure 11. Comparison of experimental result of residence-time
distribution function, E(t), experimental measurements, and
calculated ideal E(t) for a perfectly mixed CSTR: (a) 0 rpm, 40
mL/min flow rate, 0 impeller Reynolds number, (b) 20 rpm, 40
mL/min, 775 impeller Reynolds number, and (c) 200 rpm, 40 mL/
min, 7750 impeller Reynolds number. The red line indicates the
Fluent simulation, the magenta dot-dash line indicates the
perfectly mixed CSTR, the green line indicates the conductivity
data, and the blue dotted line indicates the H+ concentration
obtained from the pH data.
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stirrer is operating the fluid flow profile is caused by
the impeller as shown in Figure 9. Without the stirrer
operating the fluid flow is driven by the jet of fluid
entering the vessel from the feed tube, i.e., the curved
tube that ends just below the impeller that provides a
complicated fluid flow profile. The fluid flow profile will
depend on the location of the vanes of the stopped
impeller relative to the other tubes inside the tank and
this location may change until the flow becomes stabi-
lized. The location of the impeller vanes with respect to
the feed tube was not noted in the experiments and
could not be used for a fixed solid boundary condition
in the CFD prediction. As a result the Fluent CFD pre-
diction is inaccurate when the impeller is not rotating.

No simulations of the unbaffled tank were performed.
We were focusing our work on the baffled tank since it
is most commonly used in industry. Furthermore, our
nonbaffled tank has 3 inlet tubes in an odd geometry
that act as crude and poorly characterized baffles. In
retrospect, due to more deviations in concentration from
an ideal stirred tank, the simulation of the nonbaffled
tank may have been a better choice to validate the CFD
predictions of concentration. We did not predict the
pulse concentration with time leaving the reactor in our
simulations but the step concentration. So direct com-
parisons would not have been possible. In further
consideration, the nonbaffled experiments have a larger
amount of error associated with them than the baffled
experiments, so that validation with respect to mean
and variance of the residence time would not have been
as good as that with the nonbaffled tank experiments.
As a result, we think that, given these considerations,
our work does an adequate job in proving the value of
Fluent simulations for the prediction of residence time
distributions in complicated tank geometries operating
in the transitional flow regime.

Conclusions

The mean and variance of the residence time distri-
bution for a stirred tank deviate from ideal values at
low impeller rpm. As the impeller rpm is increased, the
mean and variance of the residence time distribution
approach the ideal values. For the nonbaffled tank ideal
behavior is observed at ∼100 rpm or an impeller
Reynolds number of 3878 and above, while for the
baffled tank ideal behavior is observed at ∼60 rpm or
an impeller Reynolds number of 2327 and above using
a Rushton turbine impeller. Predictions of the RTD and
its mean and variance using CFD with a k-ε model of
turbulence show good agreement with experiment for
transitional turbulent flow regimes in the tank.
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Nomenclature
C(t) ) concentration as a function of time
E(t) ) residence time distribution function
t ) time
Vtank ) volume of the reactor
Q ) flow rate in to and out of the reactor
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